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am pleased to announce that
Skandia International, including
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Skandia, has rebranded to Old
Mutual International in all the
markets we operate in around the
world. This
!!! important milestone
completes! the rebrand of our
Skandia businesses
to Old Mutual.
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Old Mutual International is our
cross-border investment business,
with offices in the Isle of Man,

Dublin, UAE, Singapore and Hong with advisers. Wealth Interactive
Kong. Old Mutual International in gives us a solid platform for growth
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for example, takes David Matthews !
platform technology to a new level david.matthews@omwealth.
in the international market, and com
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Matthew Addison, Managing Director, Platinum Capital Management Limited.
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imbalances, but also highlights the flexiblity of supply
for developed economies in an era of excess crude oil.
Similarly, for global operators, the ability to continue
committing capital to incremental, long-lived prod-

manufacturing, and retail. The IMF’s own calculation
holds that global GDP is boosted by 0.2% (or nearly
10% of current expected 2014 growth) for every
$10/bbl decline in average annual crude prices. Put

Breakeven Development Cost ($/bbl)

Trend

Reserve Replacement Success
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X

Total

$46

Rising sharply
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!
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X

Shell
Chevron

$26

Rising sharply

+

Exxon

$21

Steady

+

BG

$20

Steady

++

Anadarko

$15

Steady

++
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Source: Liberum; Breakeven Development: ’11-’13 F&D average cost; Trend: 2013 vs ’11-’13.

uction opportunities is shaped by the relative project
commercial viability, as well as absolute oil price and
cost of capital. Investors today can see on-going
development and success rates from ultra-deep
Brazil and Norway, as scale and infrastructure yield
higher returns. With over 163 mega-projects in preproduction, rationalization of fragmented commercial
capacity is a natural outcome. Investors should expect
a wave of M&A. The table above suggests the economic
underpinning of “replacing reserves on Wall Street”
versus at the drill-bit.
Despite geopolitical shocks, and due to production

differently, downstream consumers in oil importing
economies are due a $1 trillion bonus as oil resets from
$115/bbl to $85/bbl.
Volatility – especially in commodities such as oil
– is one dimension of this fundamental transition
underway in the economic and investing landscape.
The discipline of active management combined with
rigorous risk awareness is crucial for capital stewardship
in a rapidly evolving investment landscape.
For further information please contact
info@platinumfunds.com or tel +44 (0)207 024 9840
or visit www.platinumfunds.com

The benefits of a market-neutral
strategy
!

David Pringle and David Griffiths discuss Kames Capital’s new absolute return funds and how their market-neutral
strategy works.

K

ames Capital’s absolute
return funds have a
market-neutral investment
strategy. What does
market neutral mean?
Our two recently launched Equity
Market Neutral Funds seek to
generate positive absolute returns
no matter what kind of climate
we’re seeing in equity markets.
Our new funds were developed
specifically to give investors
the opportunity to access our
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stock selection skills and provide
portfolio diversification.
What are the benefits of a
market-neutral strategy?
There were some market ups and
downs in 2014, from the rebounding
US dollar to the rapid plunge in oil
prices. A market-neutral strategy is
designed to minimise exposure to
markets so it can offer investors the
prospect of a more stable profile of
returns. Our approach aims to have a

low correlation with the underlying
equity markets. Therefore, it offers
investors a unique return stream.
What are your new funds seeking
to achieve?
Ultimately, we want to offer our
clients a profitable alternative investment that delivers positive absolute returns over rolling 36month periods. These new funds
complement our existing absolute
Continued on page 8

